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ABOUT
THE
CLIENT...

THE
STARTING
POINT...
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS REDEFINED HOW WE LIVE 
AND WORK, WHAT WE VALUE, AND HOW WE INTERACT 
WITH ONE ANOTHER. 

Port Sunlight Village Trust’s “Be Port Sunlight” Collecting 
Project invited Port Sunlight’s residents, businesses, groups 
and communities to share photographs and videos that 
represented their experiences during 2020 and 2021. 

The resulting record of one community’s response to 
the events that have - and will continue to - shape lives in 
2020 and beyond was first turned into a website featuring 
wonderful imagery by photographer and Port Sunlight 
resident Scott Woolley, before the Village trust appointed 
curator Jen Kavanagh to provide content and thematic layout 
for our exhibition. We were fortunate to have such great 
content and people to work with.

PORT SUNLIGHT VILLAGE WAS FOUNDED 
BY ‘SOAP KING’ WILLIAM HESKETH LEVER 
IN 1888. IT WAS BUILT TO HOUSE LEVER’S 
‘SUNLIGHT SOAP’ FACTORY WORKERS, BUT 
TODAY IS HOME TO A FASCINATING MUSEUM, 
BEAUTIFUL ARCHITECTURE, A WORLD-CLASS 
ART GALLERY, STUNNING PARKLAND AND A 
THRIVING COMMUNITY.

Port Sunlight Village Trust, the institution tasked 
with the ongoing management of the Village 
and a long-standing client of the agency, 
appointed us to design a new exhibition, 
showcasing the personal experiences of  
Port Sunlight’s community during the  
Covid-19 global pandemic. 

“Being Port Sunlight - A Village’s Response to 
Lockdown” was the result.

All images used in this case study  

are courtesy of Scott Woolley / PSVT
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CONCEPT  
DEVELOPMENT

THE BEPORTSUNLIGHT.CO WEBSITE GAVE US A CREATIVE 
STARTING POINT, SO WE CONCENTRATED ON TAKING 
THAT LOOK AND FEEL AND MAKING IT WORK IN THREE 
DIMENSIONS. 

In conjunction with the client team and curator we 
developed a thematic layout and interpretation plan.

Objects mentioned in the residents’ personal stories, 
were integrated within our layouts alongside the copy 
and photography, giving the exhibition a real authenticity, 
capturing the essence of lockdown.

ROOM 2
THEMATIC LAYOUT
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ROOM 2 WALL E (PLINTH)
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Image of Sheila Lucas outside her home with Puss-in-Mask.

Image by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

Judith Bond on her allotment.

Image by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.
Steve Owen holding his Goose and Growler objects.   Image by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

Sheila

Lucas

Judith 

Bond
In the first lockdown in 2020, Port Sunlight 
Village Trust ran a competition to make a 
character out of old flower pots. Sheila Lucas 
decided to make Puss-in-Mask. As all of her 
flowerpots were black, the idea of creating 
a black cat was born. Initially she was going 
to name the cat Puss-in-Boots, but thought 
that during the di� icult times she and her 
neighbours were going through, a cat wearing 
a mask was a better representation of her 
lockdown experience. 

“  I enjoyed making the cat. 

I made his mask out of material 

with cats on, an exact copy of 

the mask I have myself.”

Sheila Lucas

Allotments have always played a huge part in 
Judith Bond’s life. As the lockdown of 2020 
began, the freedom of being on her plot was 
instrumental for a healthy work/life balance. 
The sowing, planting and nurturing of seeds was 
symbolic of hope for the future, and a sense 
of community and comradeship thrived. As 
the VE-Day celebrations drew close, Judith 
thought about the similarities of that time of 
hardship with the pandemic. Once again people 
were coming together to o� er support to those 
in need. She decided to mark the occasion by 
dressing up as a Land Army Girl on the allotment, 
as a tribute to this historic event.

Steve Owen
During lockdown, Steve Owen and six long time friends decided that instead of not seeing 
each other at all, they would meet up virtually on a Friday night. Taking turns to select 
records to listen to, the friends met online to reminisce and have a pint, and that’s how the 
Goose and Growler was born. A 50th birthday surprise party took place, as well as the group 
being joined by friends across the country. Whenever possible the group supported local 
businesses, using local pubs The Railway and The Rose and Crown to source refreshments. 
Beermats, pint glasses, t-shirts and even Christmas cards have been produced as souvenirs 
of this strange time.  

Harrison Foddy

Harrison Foddy, age 9, is a year 4 student at the village’s 
Church Drive Primary School. Inspired by songs he’d 
heard in Disney movies and positive words he’d received 
from friends and family, Harrison wrote this poem. 
He wanted to cheer people up, especially those who 
were sad about not being able to do the things they 
love. Harrison said: “All I wanted was to put a smile 
on peoples’ faces.”

Jenny Williams

The crafting output of Jenny Williams increased
massively during lockdown. She moved from one 
craft to another and learned new skills along the way. 
Jenny attended the online craft-alongs, some run by 
Port Sunlight Village Trust, making this embroidery as 
well as a floral cushion cover, a dress and much more. 
She said: “The sessions were a godsend. Crafting at the 
same time as others gave a real sense of community”. 

Bridge Cottage 

Community Hub

Since 2017, Bridge Cottage Community Hub has owned 
a community allotment plot and its popularity has grown 
every year. Volunteers keep a logbook to pass messages 
to each other about what work had been done that day. 
When the pandemic hit, the weekly sessions had to stop. 
The last entry is a poignant reminder of how life had to 
be put on hold. However, with support from fellow plot 
holders, produce was grown and 2021 is proving to be 
the best year yet.

Anna Grace Du Noyer

Anna Grace Du Noyer wrote ‘Poems of the Pandemic’ 
during the first lockdown in spring 2020. Finding 
inspiration amongst the restrictions, the poems are a 
collection exploring themes such as isolation, grief, and 
ultimately, hope. Each poem is based on observations 
of the human side of the crisis. Anna hopes her poems 
can shine a light on di� icult subjects and provide both 
comfort and recognition of the emotional price we have 
all paid during this crisis.

Osborne Court

During the lockdown, residents of nearby Osborne Court 
received some of the craft activity home kits provided 
to villagers by Port Sunlight Village Trust. One involved 
making poppies to commemorate Remembrance Day. 
Unable to attend a service, Mrs Whitehead made the 
poppy displayed here instead. She said: “We were unable 
to go out to buy poppies this year, so it gave us the 
chance to make our own and it was wonderful. This we 
did and we wore them with pride.” 

Catherine Starking

Catherine Starking gave birth to her second son during 
lockdown. Her elder son, aged 6, was struggling with 
the restrictions, and the arrival of a sibling made things 
even more challenging. Catherine reached out to local 
charity Koala North West, and alongside the support 
received from Church Drive Primary School and Wirral 
Unplugged, the family were able to feel settled once 
again. Catherine said: “It is so true when they say it takes 
a village to raise a child.”

Steve Hardsta� 

For many years Steve Hardsta�  has made music 
compilations for himself and friends, firstly on cassettes 
then mini-discs and subsequently on CDs. During 
lockdown this activity increased, with the CDs being 
a way for him to connect with others. The discs are 
themed and feature a mix of diverse musical genres not 
normally found together, including old jazz, blues, rock 
‘n’ roll, hillbilly and reggae. Steve records mainly from 
vinyl and each CD features covers and labels designed 
by him. 

Christ Church 

From the first week of the first lockdown, Christ 
Church began issuing an extended ‘Weekly Bulletin’.  
Available by post, email or online, the newsletter 
included worship material for people to use at home, and 
information about worship opportunities on radio and 
TV. Once the church reopened for in-person worship 
in July 2020, they also began to stream the service 
online, leading to a Zoom Carol Service and a Zoom 
Christingle on Christmas Eve.
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Harry Ko� man with his handmade sign.   Image by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

Harry Ko� man and his wife Sonia found the communal clapping in appreciation of the work 
carried out by all the front-line sta� , and in particular the NHS sta� , to be so emotional yet 
insignificant when the realisation of the task they were and still are performing puts their very lives 
at risk. Harry decided to make this sign, painting it by hand in honour of the brave key workers. 

“ I thought at least I can show our appreciation of their hard work with 

a large rainbow and hearts representing our love of the NHS and all 

that they do to protect us.”

Harry Ko� man

Harry Koffman

Being
Port Sunlight

Onscreen

Lyceum Brass Band

Performing ‘Sweet Gingerbread Man’ (03:20)

Port Sunlight Lyceum Brass Band last had a full rehearsal in March 
2020. At di� erent locations around the village, in small groups, they 
filmed and recorded various pieces. Musical Director Simon brought 
the whole thing together. Their final piece was ‘Sweet Gingerbread 
Man’ recorded on the bridge over The Dell.

First Day of Lockdown

by Scott Woolley (02:55)

As Scott Woolley tried to process the news of the lockdown during 
his first daily walk, he became distracted by the calmness in the 
village. The streets were vacant and it all felt somewhat surreal. Scott 
captured the birdsong and blossom, the lack of cars or people, in 
this short film.

Kaleidoscopic 

Village Walk

by Kirstie Henderson (02:07)

On her daily walks during lockdown, videographer and artist Kirstie 
Henderson observed details of what she saw and heard, and captured 
them with her camera from unusual perspectives. She focused on 
the texture, shape, colours and sounds of her surroundings, creating 
this abstract film.

Church Drive 

Primary School

Message from sta�  to students (03:19)

During the first lockdown in 2020, school life changed dramatically 
due to the majority of children having to stay at home. Sta�  at 
Church Drive Primary School desperately missed their students 
and so put together this fun film to reconnect with all the children 
and their families.

Reading of ‘Tough Times’

by Mel Heale, Church Drive Primary School (01:19)

Sta�  at Church Drive Primary School were keen to maintain contact 
with their pupils during lockdown. Teacher Mel Heale wrote and 
recorded this poem to acknowledge how strange and disconcerting 
the situation was, and to validate those feelings, but also to encourage 
her students to feel hopeful and less alone.

Sunlight Unplugged

by Unilever R&D Choir (03:32)

The a capella choir made up of scientists from the nearby Research 
and Development team at Unilever were determined to keep 
rehearsing during lockdown. Meeting online and recording parts 
from their homes, videos of their performances were created. 
A cover of ‘Rise Up’ during Black History Month raised over £500 
for the Anthony Walker Foundation. 

Knitted hearts by the Sunlight Stitchers.   Images by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

When lockdown started, local knitting group the Sunlight 
Stitchers had to move their activities online. Wanting to support 
those a� ected by the virus, they knitted small hearts in pairs 
for hospital patients, one for the patient, one for the family, and 
several baby items for the maternity unit. The group also made 
lots of rainbows and hung them in their windows, as well as 
‘yarn-bombing’ a tree outside Port Sunlight Museum. A knitted 
rainbow even made it into the windscreen of the bin lorry to 
remind local waste operatives how much they are appreciated.

Sunlight

Stitchers
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An exhibition showcasing the personal 
experiences of Port Sunlight’s community 

during the Covid-19 global pandemic.

Chalk rainbow drawn on a wall by local children in Port Sunlight village. 
Image by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

Being 
Port 

Sunlight
A Village’s Response  

to Lockdown

Port Sunlight Village Trust is a registered charity (no 1074713)  
and a registered company in England and Wales (no 3719976).  
Registered office: 23 King George’s Drive, Port Sunlight, Wirral CH62 5DX

MANUFACTURE 
& INSTALLATION

ON APPROVAL OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
DRAWINGS, OFF SITE MANUFACTURE BEGAN. ON SITE 
INSTALLATION OF BUILT ELEMENTS, GRAPHICS AND  
SUBSEQENTLY, OBJECT INSTALLATION TOOK PLACE 
OVER THREE DAYS IN JULY 2021.

Whilst the work was largely wall mounted in the 
Port Sunlight Church Hall, a venue being used for an 
exhibition for the first time (at one point this building 
was the Villages’ bakery) we were able to incorporate 
a central plinth structure to carry a large section of the 
project. 

OSB boards were used to convey an improvised, ‘hand 
made’ feel to the structure in keeping with many of the 
lockdown stories. This was dressed with graphics and 
cube showcases installed. We also created an A/V loop 
which runs on a screen at the end of the exhibition 
room.

Images show our designs 
during installation at Port 
Sunlight Church Hall

Main: Sarah and Elisabeth outside their home.   Above: Elisabeth’s sign on display at her house.   Images by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

The 

Mannions

Elisabeth Hernandez Mannion lives with her mum Sarah in 
the village. Elisabeth, aged 9, created this picture to show her 
appreciation for all the workers and delivery people who, no 
matter what, left the protection of their homes to make sure the 
residents of Port Sunlight had everything they needed during 
lockdown. 

“ Mummy and I couldn’t have been happier 

in lockdown together in any other place 

than Port Sunlight because there is still 

a kind community, beautiful scenery and 

hardworking people who always try to  

put a smile on your face.” 

Elisabeth Mannion

Jeanette Ruddock with her handmade sign.   Image by Scott Woolley © Port Sunlight Village Trust.

Jeanette Ruddock wanted to show her appreciation of the amazing 
work done by key workers during the pandemic. Along with her 
partner Adrian, and using old pallets, this rainbow sign was created. 
The sign became a talking point with locals and visitors to the village, 
as well as becoming a focal point for a blue and white floral tribute 
they created to honour all NHS and key workers. With the pandemic 
continuing in 2021, Jeanette and Adrian wanted to ensure that this 
important and ongoing work wasn’t forgotten and so the sign has 
remained on display in tribute.

Jeanette  

Ruddock
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FINAL 
INSTALL
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